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ABSTRACT
We present a case study in predictive model replication for student dropout in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) using a large and diverse dataset (133 sessions of 28 unique courses offered by two institutions). This experiment was run on the MOOC Replication Framework (MORF), which makes it feasible to fully replicate complex machine learned models, from raw data to model evaluation. We provide an overview of the MORF platform architecture and functionality, and demonstrate its use through a case study. In this replication of [41], we contextualize and evaluate the results of the previous work using statistical tests and a more effective model evaluation scheme. We find that only some of the original findings replicate across this larger and more diverse sample of MOOCs, with others replicating significantly in the opposite direction. Our analysis also reveals results which are highly relevant to the prediction task which were not reported in the original experiment. This work demonstrates the importance of replication of predictive modeling research in MOOCs using large and diverse datasets, and describes our freely available, open-source software framework to overcome barriers to replication.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of public science is to build a shared body of knowledge. The repeated verification of scientific results on new data – replication – is necessary in order to solidify scientific knowledge, guard against spurious results, discover the potential limitations of findings, and use experimental results to inform theory. However, several fields are undergoing what has been referred to as a replication crisis, wherein canonical research findings have been found to be difficult, if not impossible, to replicate [7]. This has prompted concerns about both the theory based on these findings and the methodology that produced them. The learning sciences field has also been criticized for poor efforts toward replicability [30]. Unfortunately, the professional incentives for scientists do not typically support replication [32], and several technical barriers to replication exist [4, 11].

In this work, we argue that there is a need for a replication platform that can support the unique technical, methodological, and data requirements for replicating predictive modeling research in online learning data, such as the data now emerging from Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs). We are motivated in part by the rise in the number of scientific works focused on early warning systems for student success, and present a platform aimed at addressing replication challenges. We demonstrate the capabilities of this platform through a large-scale replication. The conclusions we draw from this replication demonstrate the issues of relying upon a single study, and provide further evidence for the need for replication in the educational data sciences.

Replication of Predictive MOOC Models
There has been considerable research on predicting student success, particularly in MOOCs (see Section 2), but relatively little assessment of whether the models produced are general across courses, platforms, or student cohorts. This lack of replication is problematic for three reasons.

Novelty: While there has been some work to predict student outcomes in traditional schooling [37], the applications of these methods to MOOCs is relatively novel. MOOCs are distinct from several other superficially similar contexts, such as distance education or for-credit online learning, because of the large breadth of intrinsic and extrinsic motivators, demographics, and outcomes involved. This makes it difficult to draw directly from these other fields. Existing models of engagement (e.g., [36]) have been of relatively low influence on predictive modeling efforts. The field has had little consensus and
theory to guide investigation, and this lack of consensus extends to the types of features and algorithms that best predict MOOC learner outcomes [12, 21, 38]. Conducting research in a new and emerging domain—particularly one where the artifacts under study, MOOCs, are evolving over time—virtually guarantees that some results will not be robust, and without replication, we have no way of knowing which those are.

**Different Experimental Subpopulations:** MOOC research is often conducted on student populations which vary substantially across studies. Furthermore, there are large differences in the subpopulations used in different studies, with many restricting their analysis to between 50% and 5% of the remaining students in a course due to the features of interest [23]. Together, these differences (in the original student population, and the subpopulation selected from it) can produce substantial differences in observed predictive performance [21], also casting doubt on the generalizability of findings.

**Researcher Degrees of Freedom and Overfitting:** Repeated randomization on small datasets, with unlimited “researcher degrees of freedom” to investigate results without controls for the many comparisons conducted, virtually guarantees statistically significant results [25]. Even when researchers are not directly attempting to prove statistically significant results, these comparisons may be performed by automatic model tuning libraries such as caret or auto-weka. Such practices, performed on small datasets that are not publicly available, can lead to results which fail to generalize to new data.

These considerations collectively make a strong argument for the creation of infrastructure for large-scale replication, experimentation, and analysis of machine learning models in MOOCs. The field’s ability to construct reliable, methodologically sound knowledge and shared practices will be enhanced by the existence and use of such an infrastructure.

**Challenges and Tractability of Predictive Model Replication in MOOCs**

In prior work, we identify key challenges to predictive model replication in MOOCs [24], which we briefly summarize here. The primary factors which we identify as hindrances to replication in the current landscape are:

**Technical Complexity:** Replicating machine-learned models for prediction of student success depends on minute implementation details typically not reported in journals or conference proceedings, such as the methods for feature extraction from raw data, model-building, and model evaluation. Complete replication of a machine-learned model on new data requires (i) a complete encapsulation of the experimental procedures (i.e., code) and its execution environment; (ii) new data, ideally with the same schema, and large enough to be informative about the model’s generalizability over a broad population of courses and learners; (iii) the computational resources to execute this experiment across n courses by repeating the extract-train-test cycle n times.

**Methodological Discrepancy:** Currently, there is no standard practice for building and evaluating predictive models in MOOCs, making it often impossible to compare or reconcile the results of different experiments. Models are often claimed to be useful to student learning interventions broadly, but experiments use varying procedures to identify subpopulations of interest, extract features from raw data, and train and evaluate models [23].

**Data Scarcity:** Many universities interpret FERPA, the IRB Common Rule, or other regulations in ways that severely limit access to MOOC data. This has limited researchers’ access to data, leaving many able to access data only from individual or small numbers of courses [23, 39]. This risks the field building theories of learner success on small and non-representative subsets of MOOC learners or specific content areas and disciplines. The few openly-available MOOC datasets that do exist, such as the HarvardX-MITx Person-Course Dataset [27] and the 2015 KDD Cup dataset from XuetangX (no longer publicly available), have been utilized extensively in predictive modeling research, suggesting that many interested researchers face barriers to access and that there is a need for more access to MOOC data. Unfortunately, the anonymization techniques applied to the currently open datasets limit the scope of potential research, for example, by aggregating data to only summary statistics (as with XuetangX data), eliminating information such as the text of discussion forum posts (e.g. DataStage) or removing traces from learners if unless they form a homogeneous subpopulation (e.g. [13]).

Despite these challenges, we also optimistically observe that large-scale replication is a more tractable problem in predictive modeling in MOOCs than in many other contexts, as noted previously in [24]. First, the raw data formats used to generate these models are largely consistent, and their schema are thoroughly and publicly documented. This ensures that researchers engaging in replication can conduct analyses on new and even unseen data from the same platform with a clear knowledge of its schema, and analyses executed on any one course can be replicated across all courses from the same platform. Second, the tools for building predictive models from raw data—typically, code and software built using open-source programming languages and even operating systems—are highly portable and replicable. Using containerization, described in Section 3, replicating an experiment can become as straightforward as re-running a containerized experiment against new data [9, 31].

Together, these two features of MOOC data and analyses suggest that efforts for replication are relatively feasible in this context. This stands in contrast to the replication challenges in other fields, such as experimental psychology, where replicating laboratory conditions exactly is
nearly impossible, and researchers have instead resorted to developing criteria for replications that are “as close as possible” [7]. Further, the ability to generalize through replication to huge populations of diverse learners is a potential opportunity for MOOC researchers that is not generally available within other fields [28]. However, attempts at replicating sophisticated models are limited to guesswork and partial replication in the absence of a platform for conducting and sharing such research.

**PRIOR RESEARCH**

**Predictive Dropout Modeling in MOOCs**

There is a large and growing body of research on predictive modeling in MOOCs, particularly modeling of whether a student will drop out, stop out, or otherwise fail to complete a MOOC. Prior research has attempted to predict this student outcome using a variety of features extracted from clickstream data and natural language in discussion forum posts [12], social networks [42], and assignment grades and activity [38]. This work has also explored a diverse model space, including survival models [42] and a range of machine learning algorithms [3, 8, 18, 29]. For a detailed overview of prior work on predictive modeling in MOOCs, including both feature extraction and statistical modeling techniques, see [23].

**Scientific Replication At Scale**

While there is less research involving replication than original research, what does exist generally supports the value of replication – and paints a bleak picture of the replicability of much published work. A study of over 100 experimental and correlational results in experimental, social, and cognitive psychology found that only 39% of previously-reported results replicated, despite using high-powered designs and materials provided by the original authors [10]. A recent survey of the top 100 education research journals [30] notes (i) a dearth of replication research, with only 0.13% of education articles being replications (a replication rate eight times lower than in the field of psychology); and (ii) of those attempted, 67.4% replicated the original results fully, 19.5% replicated some, but not all, findings, and 13.1% failed to replicate any original findings. The results were significantly more likely to replicate when there was overlap between the authors of the two studies. Both [10] and [30] note the technical challenges of replication when relying solely upon published descriptions of experimental and analysis methods. The NSF Committee on Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences notes [5] that researchers who study “the causes of human behaviors and the effectiveness of strategies meant to change behavior” must exercise particular caution to ensure their research is robust and replicable (pp.1).

Frameworks to support replication have been slow to appear; the existing frameworks are often incomplete or unsuitable for MOOC predictive model replication, for a variety of reasons: they are either limited to code- or data-sharing, but not both; domain-specific; or lack the privacy controls required for the underlying data. General replication tools include the Open Science Framework1, a cloud-based reproducible preregistration, code, and data hosting platform geared toward science researchers; and Codalab2, which allows for the construction of directed acyclic graphs to model the procedures used to process data. Both platforms represent progress toward replication and open research; however, neither framework supports the privacy-protecting measures required for working with and sharing MOOC data.

MOOC-specific computational research platforms exist, but none are specifically designed to support replication. LearnSphere3 is a community infrastructure to support the sharing and analysis of online learning data, and unifies several individual projects (DataShop, MOOCdb, DataStage, DiscourseDB). However, the analytical capabilities on this platform are limited to specific plugins and therefore restricted in their capabilities (users cannot, for example, upload their own code or software). DataStage4 provides access to the largest raw MOOC dataset currently available to researchers (94 Coursera sessions, 57 edX sessions); however, access to this data is restricted, and no computational resources are provided to conduct analyses needed for effective replication. MOOCdb [14], which provides shared data schema and access controls across MOOC platforms, does not itself provide either data or computational resources for analysis, and therefore only resolves one of the many barriers to replication in MOOCs.

**MORF 1.0**

The MOOC Replication Framework was introduced in its first form (1.0) in [1, 2]. This initial implementation enabled the replication of findings as production rules. The first published study using MORF attempted to replicate 21 findings from eight different studies within the context of a single MOOC. Only nine of the original findings replicated, with two other findings found to be statistically significant in the opposite direction from the published effect [2]. A second study attempted to replicate 15 previously published findings from five different studies across 29 sessions of 17 MOOCs. 12 of the 15 findings replicated significantly across the datasets, with two replicating significantly in the opposite direction [1].

The simplicity and interpretability of MORF 1.0 come at the cost of being unable to replicate more complex findings and models. Much MOOC research – particularly predictive modeling research – is far more complex than can be represented efficiently using production rules. Findings which attempt to control for even a single continuous predictor – i.e., students whose posts spanned a duration of 1 standard deviation higher than average were 60% less likely to drop out, holding their authority score constant [42] – are difficult to represent

1https://osf.io/
2https://worksheets.codalab.org/
3http://learnsphere.org/
4https://datastage.stanford.edu/
in this manner. MORF 1.0’s success in examining several findings across many MOOCs demonstrates the feasibility of replication in assessing the robustness of published results on MOOCs, and the opportunity created by utilizing large, multi-course datasets to conduct those replications. The production rule framework, however, limits the extent to which previous findings can be replicated, and is unable to replicate a substantial portion of predictive modeling research.

THE MORF 2.0 PLATFORM
To address the need for a predictive model replication framework we redeveloped the MORF software and created a new computational infrastructure for replication which instead follows the end-to-end workflow of a predictive modeling experiment. This software is open-source and freely available, and its architecture is described in detail in [24] and at https://educational-technology-collective.github.io/morf/. We provide a brief overview here prior to discussing the replication experiment conducted on the MORF platform.

Infrastructure and Workflow
MORF utilizes the Docker containerization service and a cloud computing environment to support fully reproducible analyses, addressing the technical challenges to MOOC replication outlined above. MORF provides a Python API which allows users to fully specify the extract-train-test-evaluate workflow for their experiment. This allows users to run scalable, parallelized analyses across these courses, where the underlying code can be written in any language that can be installed in a Linux-based Docker container. For example, the analysis presented in Section 4 utilized Python, R, and Java in an Ubuntu-based environment.

MORF addresses the challenge of researcher degrees of freedom in predictive modeling by providing support for better model evaluation, using an effective model evaluation procedure as a default. Cross-validation is overwhelmingly the most common choice for model evaluation in MOOC experimentation [22]. However, research specific to MOOCs has shown that evaluating models using data from students in the same session results in higher estimates of model performance than data from new sessions of the same course [8, 38, 39], suggesting that there is an issue of over-fitting even to a specific run of a course and that cross-validation within sessions produces optimistically biased model performance data. To build models which generalize well to new data (e.g. for use in student early warning systems), it is important to use evaluation methods which provide accurate estimates of how well models will perform on new sessions of a course, when this is the aim of prediction. As a result, MORF requires experiments to predict on the most recent session of a course, which is held-out from the model at training time. We refer to this approach as future session prediction [24]; this is a special case of transfer learning [6]).

Data
The MORF software system was deployed at the Universities of Michigan and Pennsylvania as a platform-as-a-service (called the “MORF Platform”). The MORF Platform provides access to the complete raw data for 209 sessions of 77 unique MOOCs, including clickstream, discussion forum, video watching and navigation, demographic, and assignment data, as well as course meta-data (information about individual lecture videos, assignments, exams, etc.). Overall, nearly one million unique students and nearly three million unique interactions are stored in the MORF Platform. For reasons of security, privacy, and data ownership, the data available in MORF is not available for export or download, but instead is available for analysis through a secure platform which is currently governed by a data use agreement.

CASE STUDY: REPLICATION WITH MORF
Study for Replication
We replicate a dropout modeling experiment by Xing et al. [41]. As we describe below, this study serves as an example of “standard” practice for predictive modeling research in MOOCs for several reasons, and replication across the large, diverse MOOC dataset in MORF has the potential to contextualize these results, as we will show. Our goal is two-fold: we seek (1) to demonstrate the benefits and challenges to conducting end-to-end replication, but also (2) to evaluate the generality of the original findings. In [41], both feature extraction and predictive modeling techniques were varied to provide fine-grained temporal dropout predictions in a single MOOC. The original authors employ three different feature types (week-only, summed, and appended), which represent different methods for aggregating features over time, in combination with three different predictive modeling techniques (Bayesian network, C4.5 trees, and ensembles). These feature/model combinations are used to predict, at each week of a single seven-week MOOC, which active students will drop out the following week. This prediction is performed with the intention of identifying much smaller and temporally-specific, and therefore more actionable, groups of students at risk of dropping out of a MOOC.

This study is a representative example of predictive modeling research in MOOCs, and thus a useful candidate for replication, for several reasons. First, the original study evaluates only a single course, which was offered on the Canvas platform. Second, this study uses a post hoc prediction architecture, evaluating the experimental models’ performance on new data from the same course used for model training, a common practice in the field, as mentioned above. Third, the study does not provide a statistical comparison of the differences between models it reports on, simply concluding that one of the model and feature extraction methods has better average performance – also a standard practice in the field. Fourth, the study considers a large number of comparisons, evaluating three different models across three different fea-
ture types using two evaluation metrics over seven weeks of the course. With so many different comparisons, the possibility of observing spurious differences in model performance becomes likely. Finally, the operationalization of many aspects of the models, including the feature definitions, algorithms, and training/hyperparameter tuning techniques used, are ambiguous; we were unable to obtain clarification on these questions even after multiple attempts to correspond with the study’s authors. This ambiguity, detailed in Section 4.4 demonstrates the many challenges of replication in computational science [34] and without author cooperation [7], although such issues are challenging even with collaboration from study authors.

Replication Methodology
The original study presents a variety of descriptive performance data for each model. In this replication we seek to investigate its two core findings from [41]:

- **F1**: A stacked ensemble of Bayesian Network + C4.5 Decision Tree classifiers performs better than either base learner.
- **F2**: Appended features perform better and with greater stability (less variability over weeks) than week-only or summed features.

We do not attempt to replicate a third finding, in which the differences between course sessions are largest between the first session and subsequent sessions [6, 17]). The differences between course sessions are largest between the first session and subsequent sessions [6, 17]), we only use courses for which at least two training runs were available. This limits our course population to the 28 courses in MORF with at least three sessions (two training + one testing) – a total of 133 sessions overall.

This replication attempts to meet the five criteria for a “convincing close replication” from [7]. In particular, our replication attempts to demonstrate (1) definition of the effects and methods intended for replication; (2) following as exactly as possible the methods of the original study; (3) having high statistical power; (4) making complete details about the replication available; and (5) evaluating the results of the replication, comparing them critically to the original study results.

Replication Results
For both F1 and F2, we find that the authors’ original findings do not fully replicate, and that some findings replicate significantly in the opposite direction. Each finding is evaluated using the statistical testing procedure from [19], which utilizes the equivalence of the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC, or A') statistic and the Wilcoxon statistic to generate a test statistic Z to evaluate a null hypothesis of equivalent performance between two predictive models (the reader is directed to [19, 26] for the details and theoretical justification of this approach):

$$Z_{course} = \frac{A_i' - A_j'}{\sqrt{SE(A_i')^2 + SE(A_j')^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Z-scores for each condition were averaged across weeks within a course due to non-independence, and then aggregated across courses using Stouffer’s method [35]:

$$Z \sim \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} Z_i}{\sqrt{k}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $k$ is the number of courses, and $Z_i$ is the z-score for the comparison in course $i$ averaged across all weeks of the course. This test evaluates the null hypothesis of whether two models have equivalent average dropout prediction AUC performance across the $n$ weeks of a course. We reject the null hypothesis of equivalent performance using the rejection threshold for a standard Z test at level α ($\alpha = 0.05$ in this experiment), using the `auctestr` R package for testing.

**F1: Ensemble vs. Base Classifiers**

In order to test F1: A stacked ensemble of Bayesian network + C4.5 decision tree classifiers performs better than either base learner, we apply the statistical testing method outlined in Equations 1 and 2 above to comparisons of ensemble vs. Bayesian network and ensemble vs. C4.5 for each of the three feature methods. Results are shown in Table 1, and show only limited

\footnote{Code to replicate this analysis is available at https://github.com/educational-technology-collective/xing-replication.}
support for the authors’ original conclusions. Recall that in the original experiment no statistical testing was performed, and only a cross-validation with post hoc formed, and only a cross-validation with in the original experiment no statistical testing was per-
resulting suggest that effective dropout models can be constructed without computationally-intensive Bayesian network structure and parameter learning. Furthermore, these results demonstrate that modeling the behavioral features used here as independent (as a tree-based model does) instead of attempting to learn dependencies be-
tween features (as a Bayesian network does) can achieve better predictive performance. If there is no discernible dependence between features (i.e., between forum views, active days, social network degree), this has important implications for theory driven by these models.

### F2: Appended vs. Other Features
We also evaluate F2: Appended features perform (a) better and (b) with greater stability than summed or week-only features. The original work states: “[T]he performance of modeling based on summed features fluctuates over weeks and has several curves. By contrast, modeling which relies on appended features is more stable across time. The possible reason might be due to more historical data concerning the fea-
tures being available for model building” ([41] pp.126). Results from our evaluation of F2a are shown in Table 2, which shows performance comparisons by feature type, and from results from F2b are shown in Figure 2, which shows the stability of both AUC and precision over time (both metrics were used to evaluate F2b in the original work). We discuss each below.

#### F2a: Table 2 shows the results of the feature compar-
isons averaged over weeks following the method outlined above. In the original work, comparisons were only given for the base models (not the ensemble) and only for appended vs. summed (not for week-only features); we report the results of all possible comparisons but only evaluate replication on those reported in the original study. In both of these comparisons, F2a replicated significantly. However, this original finding only eval-
uated two of the nine potential comparisons shown in Table 2, with no justification for why the other compar-
sions were not evaluated (those for ensemble models, and for summed vs. week-only features). We believe these comparisons are relevant to the larger questions about feature-algorithm synergy raised by this work. In partic-
ular, the additional comparisons in Table 2 suggest that week-only features can achieve good performance (out-

### Figure 1. Temporal feature aggregation methods replicated from [41] and evaluated in F2. Each method represents a different approach to aggregating a set of seven base features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ensemble  | BN       | 15.7| **0.0001**
| Ensemble  | Sum      | -47.2| **0.0001**
| Ensemble  | Only     | -26.5| **0.0001**
| Ensemble  | C4.5     | -2.3 | 0.0227
| Ensemble  | C4.5     | 2.7  | 0.0073
| Ensemble  | C4.5     | -2.6 | 0.0186

Table 1. Replication results for F1 (comparison of en-
ssemble vs. base learner AUC performance). *: statistically significant replication of original finding at α = 0.05;
†: statistically significant replication of opposite finding from original. See also Fig. 2.
performing summed features in all specifications tested, and outperforming appended features when used with a BN algorithm). This finding is relevant to the original results in at least two ways. First, it has practical implications for effective model building, implying that effective predictive models can be built using less data (only the previous week, not all previous weeks), which reduces the data processed for both feature extraction and model training. Second, it has theoretical implications, suggesting that only more recent behavior (the previous week, from week-only features) or aggregate behavior over all weeks (summed features) may be relevant to students’ decision to drop out, with earlier behavior alone being less relevant (in appended features). Similar findings regarding the limited performance benefits of appended vs. week-only features are reported in [33].

F2b: This finding concerns the stability of performance with appended features relative to all other feature sets. Because the testing method used for F2a only applies to AUC (due to its equivalence to the Wilcoxon statistic, enabling statistical inference), and not to the other metric reported in [41], precision, we evaluate the variability of both AUC and precision over course weeks by estimating 95% confidence intervals for each feature type and model, shown in Figure 2. This figure shows that appended features do indeed demonstrate greater stability than summed features. This matches the original finding (again, results for F2 were only provided for appended vs. summed features on the base learners in the original work). However, week-only features achieve nearly identical stability to appended features as measured by both AUC and precision across all model types; week-only features display greater stability than appended features when used with Bayesian networks, shown in the left panel of Figure 2. This is likely due to instability in the Bayesian networks’ structure-learning algorithm when applied to relatively high-dimensional appended feature sets. This comparison was not reported in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appended Only C4.5</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appended Only BN</td>
<td>-32.4</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appended Only Ensemble</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appended Sum C4.5</td>
<td>100.1</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appended Sum BN</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appended Sum Ensemble</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Only C4.5</td>
<td>-90.2</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Only BN</td>
<td>-64.7</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Only Ensemble</td>
<td>-85.5</td>
<td>≪ 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results for F2a (comparison of AUC performance by feature types). *: statistically significant replication of original finding. Unmarked comparisons were not reported in [41]. See also Fig. 2.
Collectively, our evaluation of F1 and F2 have relevance both to the replication of the original work, and to future modeling efforts. Collecting appended features and fitting models across the considerably larger feature space that accrues over many weeks requires substantially more computation time, especially for Bayesian network structure learning, and means processing much more historical data. If this approach achieves neither better generalization performance nor smaller variability compared to using the features from only the current week, then using the smaller feature space of week-only features could be preferable. While the original findings of F2 generally replicated in our study, we find unexamined (or at least unreported) patterns which add important context to the original results, and which may adjust the original conclusion to favor ensembled models and appended features far less strongly, instead favoring week-only features and the base learners.

Ambiguity and Good-Faith Replication

The case study presented here highlights several challenges to conducting predictive model replication in MOOC research. Our aim is not to single out the authors of this particular study. Instead, it is to demonstrate these challenges, and focusing on the details of a specific study is necessary in order to illuminate these challenges. In this section, we describe potential gaps between our replication and the original work, in order to make clear the difficult choices that researchers may confront in conducting the best possible implementation of the original work when firsthand knowledge of the original procedure is unavailable.

The first critical area where our replication efforts required inferring the authors' methods was in feature definitions. The original work utilized a “social network degree” feature based on co-posting in discussion fora, but the method for defining edges in this network was unclear. In particular, the authors do not define whether they build edges only between students who posted adjacent to each other on a thread, or between all students on a thread. We implemented both as separate features (reply-node and thread-node, respectively). The definition of ‘active’ students which are used to train the model is also not directly defined in the original work. In our analysis, we assume this means students who did not drop out of the course in weeks prior to the target week (equivalently, those without one or more consecutive weeks of inactivity immediately prior to the target week). This challenge highlights the need for clear feature and methodology descriptions in published work or, ideally, open-source and reproducible code for the full modeling workflow.

A second set of challenges in replicating the original work relate to model-fitting. A Bayesian Network is a particularly complex model to fit, and requires learning (a) the network structure and (b) the network parameters. Neither of these are discussed in [41]: while the authors are explicit that they did not use a Naive Bayes model, the method for learning the network structure is not mentioned. Not knowing which structure-learning algorithm was originally implemented (e.g. a score-based algorithm such as hill climbing; a constraint-based algorithm such as grow-shrink; or expert specification), we utilized a hill-climbing algorithm in consultation with other experts in the field9. The method for learning the network parameters is also omitted from [41]. We adopted a standard Maximum Likelihood Estimation method. Responses to inquiries sent to the original article’s authors or open source code would have prevented this challenge.

There is also no discussion of the meta-learner used to build the ensemble that forms the core of the analysis in [41] and is the focal finding F1, which led to additional model replication difficulties. Both the procedure used to collect predictions of base learners in a way that avoids data leakage (we assume and implement a cross-validation approach, following [40], and utilize 3-fold cross-validation to limit the number of iterations of model fitting required), and the type of meta-learner used, are not described. We used a logistic regression meta-learner, because (a) the outcome was binary, (b) a low-variance model seemed suitable for the low-dimensional input data from the base learners (only four predictors: predicted class probabilities from 2 models \( \times 2 \) outcome classes), and (c) prior work demonstrated success using a logistic meta-learner in MOOCs [3]. Finally, many hyperparameters could be tuned for both of the base algorithms and the meta-learner. Again, because the authors provided no discussion of these decisions and were unresponsive to requests for clarification, we used default or standard settings where possible. Clear explication of modeling parameters in published work or open-source code would have prevented this issue.

Each of these decisions has a potential to affect the outcome of the replication. Additionally, each would be avoidable if the Learning at Scale community utilized a shared replication framework for predictive modeling in MOOCs. We are attempting to build such an infrastructure with MORF, where researchers can leverage, interrogate, and build off of each others’ experiments. As David Donoho notes regarding replication in modern data science research, “[a]s computations have become more ambitious, the gap between what readers know

9We would like to thank Dr. Christina Conati for guidance on effective Bayesian network approaches to this task.
about what authors did has become immense” [16]. It is our intent that MORF reduces – or eliminates – this gap for MOOC researchers.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes the need for replication of research and practice in predictive modeling in MOOCs, introduces an open-source framework to address this need, and demonstrates the replication process with a case study where we replicate a previously published set of findings in the context of a much larger data set. This case study highlights the many challenges of conducting a replication, but also demonstrates the continuous process of refining scientific knowledge that is central to the replication task. With this work and the MORF platform it introduces, we hope to encourage future replication and to provide a foundation for open replication which is accessible and robust. Additionally, we hope that MORF can provide a common foundation for researchers interested in replicating – or, indeed, conducting – research across large, representative MOOC datasets and that future work utilizes MORF data as a resource or even a publicly-available benchmark for such modeling tasks.

Several further replication experiments on the MORF platform are either planned or underway, and expansions to the MORF platform to extend its capabilities are also in development. This includes making extracted features available to other users and natively conducting more robust model evaluation tests to encourage the adoption of valid and state-of-the-art model inference techniques.
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